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ABSTRACT

Specific targeting of protein–nucleic acid interac-
tions is an area of current interest, for example, in
the regulation of gene-expression. Most transcrip-
tion factor proteins bind in the DNA major groove;
however, we are interested in an approach using
small molecules to target the minor groove to control
expression by an allosteric mechanism. In an effort
to broaden sequence recognition of DNA-targeted-
small-molecules to include both A·T and G·C base
pairs, we recently discovered that the heterocyclic
diamidine, DB2277, forms a strong monomer com-
plex with a DNA sequence containing 5′-AAAGTTT-
3′. Competition mass spectrometry and surface plas-
mon resonance identified new monomer complexes,
as well as unexpected binding of two DB2277 with
certain sequences. Inherent microstructural differ-
ences within the experimental DNAs were identi-
fied through computational analyses to understand
the molecular basis for recognition. These findings
emphasize the critical nature of the DNA minor
groove microstructure for sequence-specific recog-
nition and offer new avenues to design synthetic
small molecules for effective regulation of gene-
expression.

INTRODUCTION

Regulation of the binding affinity in protein-nucleic acid
complexes is an attractive concept for development of novel
therapeutics and agents for control of gene expression (1–
4). Several innovative approaches have used small molecules
to target disease-associated DNA binding transcription fac-
tors or TFs (5–15). Most TFs of interest bind in the major
groove (16) and an alternative approach to control expres-
sion is to use small molecules to modulate TF activities by
interacting directly with the minor groove of DNA where
most of these agents bind (17–19). There are two possible

mechanisms whereby a minor groove binding compound
could disrupt protein-nucleic acid interactions in the major
groove to modulate TF association. First, when bound to
the minor groove, the small molecule could distort DNA so
that the structure of the TF no longer complements its tar-
get recognition site, such as an allosteric inhibition mech-
anism (20,21). Alternatively, direct competition is another
possible mechanism which may be significant for TFs that
position side chains into or near the DNA minor groove.
By knowing how small molecule inhibitors recognize DNA,
it is possible to preemptively block TF binding to DNA.
Our main goal is to understand, in detail, the minor groove
binding variations of synthetic small molecules with dif-
ferent DNA sequences and how they vary with sequence-
dependent DNA structure.

Small molecules that bind in the minor groove of DNA
have been validated for this approach from studies us-
ing synthetic polyamides (22–24). However, polyamides
have limitations such as aggregation and cell uptake and
a wider variety of agents is needed for diverse biologi-
cal systems (25,26). We are approaching this problem with
a class of sequence-specific, DNA-targeted minor groove
binders based on a heterocyclic cation design since these
compounds have shown good cell uptake and biological
properties through human clinical studies (27,28). Few
non-polyamide minor groove agents, including heterocyclic
diamidines, have been identified to selectively recognize
mixed, A·T and G·C base pair-containing DNA sequences
(29,30). This constitutes a significant barrier to progress in
the area of designed synthetic agents for the disruption of
TF-DNA complexes. To interact with the edges of A·T base
pairs in the minor groove, compounds must have hydrogen
bond donor groups for the thymidine carbonyl and an N3
of adenine acceptor. To recognize a G·C base pair, the com-
pound must have an acceptor to hydrogen bond to the gua-
nine NH2 group. It is also critical that a successful small
molecule have the appropriate shape and charge to comple-
ment the DNA minor groove (31,32).

A synthetic effort has led to cationic diamidines that
strongly and selectively recognize the minor groove in
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Figure 1. (A,B) Structures of DB2277 and (C) DNA sequences used to
screen for binding with the DB2277 using ESI-MS.

mixed-site DNA sequences (33). The lead compound in
this development is DB2277, which contains a nitrogen
hydrogen bond acceptor in an aza-benzimidazole (Figure
1). Strong binding of DB2277 requires the 2-amino group
of guanine and suggests an aza-N·G-NH2 hydrogen bond.
These observations show that DB2277 binds best to mixed-
site sequences with a single G·C base pair flanked by A·T
base pair sites (34). Key questions in the design effort for
new mixed-sequence minor groove compounds that recog-
nize G·C base pairs with flanking A·T base pairs: In ad-
dition to monomer binding to recognize a single G·C base
pair, can the compound form dimers to recognize two G·C
base pair sequences? What is the effect of the flanking A·T
base pairs? How could this influence binding affinity?

To address these questions, a systematic set of DNAs
were tested with DB2277 and their interactions, affinities
and stoichiometries were investigated. The composition of
A·T base pairs was maintained (i.e. number of A·T base
pairs per binding site) to see how interactions vary due to
A·T base pair order with one and two, central G·C base
pairs. Electrospray ionization mass spectrometry (ESI-MS)
and surface plasmon resonance (SPR) were used to examine
stoichiometry and binding behavior for the DNA–DB2277
complexes. Significant variations in affinity and stoichiome-
try for binding of DB2277 to the different, closely related se-
quences were observed. To help understand these sequence-
dependent variations, extensive molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations were conducted to provide specific details re-
garding the structural properties intrinsic to each DNA se-
quence that govern small molecule recognition. Large dif-
ferences in the local DNA structure were observed with
these closely related sequences and the differences corre-
late with observed differences in DB2277 binding affinity
and stoichiometry. The results described here provide new
and fundamental information in design research for DNA
sequence-specific recognition and structural complemen-
tarity between a small molecule and its target site.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Compound and DNAs

Stock solutions of 1.5 mM DB2277 were prepared in
ddH2O and stored at 4◦C. DNA sequences were from In-
tegrated DNA Technologies and were dissolved in the ap-
propriate experimental buffer. All buffers were filtered and
degassed. See Supplementary Data for more details.

Electrospray ionization mass spectrometry

DNAs were combined (10 �M each) with DB2277 in 150
mM NH4OAc buffer. Samples were scanned from m/z 500–
3000 in negative ion mode at a rate of 5 �l·min−1 on a Wa-
ters Micromass ESI-Q-ToF spectrometer and analyzed with
MassLynx 4.1 software. See Supplementary Data for more
details.

Surface plasmon resonance

SPR experiments used a Biacore T200 and the Biacore T200
Evaluation Software. Samples in 50 mM Tris–HCl buffer
(pH 7.4) were injected over the sensor chip at a rate of 100
�l·min−1 and dissociated with buffer flow, followed by sur-
face regeneration and rinsing with experimental buffer. Ad-
ditional details regarding fitting and chip preparation can
be found in the Supplementary Data.

Molecular dynamics simulations

DNA sequences for simulations were built in AMBER 14.
Systems were solvated with TIP3P water and neutralized to
reach a salt concentration of 150 mM NaCl. Systems were
relaxed and heated with harmonic restraints enforced on
heavy atoms of the residues. Restraints were released with a
2 fs time step, totaling 500 ps. Production level simulations
were extended to 200 ns with trajectory snapshots saved ev-
ery 1 ps. Details regarding protocol and analyses can be
found in the Supplementary Data.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Competition electrospray ionization mass spectrometry iden-
tifies new interactions

Competition ESI-MS can simultaneously identify affinity,
stoichiometry and cooperativity in multiple DNA-small
molecule interactions (35). The molecular weights of all
possible DNA species are controlled through sequence
modifications, making each sequence distinguishable (Fig-
ure 1C). The target binding sites of the tested DNA se-
quences are listed as DNA 1–9 in Figure 2. DNA 2, which
contains the AAAAGTTTT target site, was used as a refer-
ence to compare binding due to the extensive data available
for DB2277 with that and similar sequences. Target binding
sites were designed to test the interactions of the compound
with a range of closely related DNA sequences. Each se-
quence has two sets of four A·T base pairs as AAAA, AATT
or ATAT. Only DNA 1 lacks a central G·C base pair. Two
categories of mixed sequences are grouped with either one
or two G·C base pairs.
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Figure 2. (A) DNA sequences in the absence of DB2277 with m/z 1580–
1,780 signifying -6 charged species. Molar concentration ratio of [DB2277]
to [DNA] expressed as: (B) [0.5 to 1], (C) [1 to 1], (D) [1.5 to 1], (E) [2 to
1], (F) [2.5 to 1], and (G) [3 to 1]. Concentrations of DNA were fixed at 5
�M. Unbound DNA, 1 to 1, and 2 to 1 complexes labelled above respective
boxes.

Figure 2 illustrates the changes in relative peak inten-
sity for DB2277–DNA complexes. Changes in the relative
intensities are based on the binding of DB2277 to DNA
and compared to a reference sequence present in the sam-
ple. In the presence of DB2277, peak intensities for free
DNA disappear while intensities for DB2277–DNA com-
plexes emerge. For instance, in Figure 2B, half of the un-
bound AAAAGTTTT (DNA 2) is present at a concen-
tration molar ratio of [0.5 to 1] as well as ≈ 50% of 1:1
complex. As the concentration of DB2277 is increased, un-
bound AAAAGTTTT decreases with a concurrent increase
in 1:1 binding. Based on these results, sequences which con-
tain A-tracts (DNA 1–3, 9) prefer 1:1 binding. The −6
charged species were used for illustrative purposes in Figure
2 since they were the most abundant of the multiply charged
species. Relative binding affinities were measured using de-
convoluted spectra which takes into account all multiply
charged species and can be found in the Supplementary
Data (Supplementary Figure S1) for a simple comparison
of the titration ratios.

Sequences in the AATT subcategory (DNA 5–8) allow
us to examine the transition from A-tracts to sites with an
ApT base pair step. Surprisingly, for this closely related se-
quence, the ESI-MS results show that 2:1 binding is strongly
preferred over 1:1 complex formation for AATT DNAs.
Finding such preference was especially interesting since

Figure 3. (A) SPR sensorgram of AATTGCAATT binding DB2277. In-
jected concentrations of DB2277 shown are 5, 10, 30, 70 and 200 nM.
(B) Steady-state fits for binding with AAAAGCTTTT, AATTGCAATT
and ATATGCATAT fit using a two site binding model. (C) Competi-
tion SPR steady-state fits of competitor DNA sequences AAAAGTTTT,
AATTGAATT and ATATGATAT fit using a one-site binding model.

many minor groove binding compounds cannot differenti-
ate among A·T base pair sites (36,37). Based on the results
from AATT sequences, one might expect to find strong 2:1
complexes formed between DB2277 and ATAT sequences
since alternating A·T sites have wide minor grooves simi-
lar to AATT. In another surprise, the compound preferen-
tially formed a 1:1 complex with ATATGCATAT (Figure
2). DB2277 can bind tightly to sites with a single G base
flanked by A-tract sites (31); however, little is known re-
garding sequences with two G·C base pairs. In summary,
the ESI-MS results show that monomer complexes are the
preferred systems for AAAA and ATAT base pair sites that
flank a core G·C base pair whereas 2:1 complexes are pre-
ferred for sequences containing AATT sites.

Surface plasmon resonance confirms Sequence-Specific be-
havior identified by ESI-MS

Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) is a powerful method
to define the thermodynamic and kinetic properties of
biomolecular interactions (38,39). In our experiments, in-
creasing concentrations of DB2277 were injected over a
set of immobilized DNA sequences. Binding curves for
DB2277 are shown in Figure 3. Binding affinities for steady-
state equilibrium and kinetics-fitted analyses are compared
in Table 1 as well as the binding on and off-rates. The
unexpected 2:1 binding of AATTGCAATT was of con-
siderable interest, especially since it contains two central
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G·C base pairs. To directly compare flanking base pair se-
quence and its role in small molecule recognition, binding
of DB2277 was measured with AATTGCAATT, as well as
with AAAAGCTTTT and ATATGCATAT since all three
sequences contain the same G·C base pair core. A represen-
tative sensorgram of DB2277 binding to AATTGCAATT
is shown in Figure 3A. Results of AATTGCAATT binding
from SPR are in direct agreement with those obtained from
ESI-MS with two binding sites, KD1 and KD2, near 15 and
30 nM, respectively. Also in agreement, a strong 1:1 com-
plex for DB2277 and AAAAGCTTTT was observed (KD
≈ 50 nM). With the ATATGCATAT sequence, a weaker 1:1
complex was formed (KD ≈ 100 nM) and a second, much
weaker 2:1 complex was detected at high compound con-
centrations, which were well above the first KD. These re-
sults are in agreement with those obtained by ESI-MS for
preferred 1:1 binding.

Competition SPR (40) was used to measure the binding
of three single G·C base pair sequences against the origi-
nal immobilized DNA. Similar to direct-binding SPR ex-
periments, the DB2277 was added to the sample solution
and the observed response at steady-state is plotted to de-
termine the binding constant. In the competition SPR ex-
periments, the compound was held at a fixed concentration
while the competing DNA was added to the sample solu-
tion. The observed response, however, decreased as concen-
trations of competing DNA were increased, which resulted
in less available free compound in solution. Calculated dis-
sociation constants of AAAAGTTTT, AATTGAATT and
ATATGATAT were determined from Figure 3C and are
listed in Table 1. The observed response (RUobs) was plot-
ted as a function of competitor DNA concentration (38,39)
and fit to a 1:1 binding model using Equation 2 (see Sup-
plementary Data, Methods and Materials).

Using competition SPR, the strongest 1:1 complex
formed within this DNA series was AAAAGTTTT (KD
≈ 4 nM) as expected from ESI-MS and literature (33,34).
A 10-fold weaker complex was formed with the com-
pound and AAAAGCTTTT. Results by competition SPR
for AATTGAATT show it formed a strong 1:1 complex
with a binding constant of 40 nM. Since its two G·C coun-
terpart (i.e. AATTGCAATT) forms both 1:1 and 2:1 com-
plexes, a direct-binding SPR approach was also used to
compare the binding affinities and determine if multiple
binding modes occur. In this experiment, AATTGAATT
forms both 1:1 and 2:1 complexes with KD values near 25
and 60 nM, respectively. Competition SPR results were fit
using a one-site binding model; however, when more than
one compound binds (e.g. AATTGAATT) the calculated
value for two binding constants is KD12 or

√
KD1 · KD2).

Various forms of analyzing DB2277 with AATTGAATT
were compared, such as direct-binding SPR, competition
SPR, and using one and two-site binding models. Like-
wise, a comparison of kinetics-fitted and steady-state bind-
ing constants, determined by the two SPR methods, are in
excellent agreement for AATTGAATT (Table 1).

Interestingly, association rate constants for 1:1 binding
of DB2277 to DNA are similar for all sequences (ka ≈ 106

M−1 s−1) whereas association rate constants are compara-
tively slower for the second DB2277 molecule binding with
AATTGCAATT or AATTGAATT. On the other hand, the

second off-rate for DB2277 is faster than the first off-rate.
The calculated binding constants of AATTGAATT are sim-
ilar to those for AATTGCAATT (Table 1) and further sug-
gest a binding mechanism for the compound unique to the
AATT sequences. Results obtained by ESI-MS and SPR
are in excellent agreement and indicate binding of DB2277
differs when the order of flanking A·T base pairs is var-
ied. Clearly, the exact order of the flanking bases influences
binding of the test compound since both global and local
structure of the DNA are contingent on base pair sequence.
In order to probe the basis of these binding differences in
molecular detail, we turned to molecular dynamics simula-
tions.

Molecular dynamics identifies microstructural differences in
the experimental DNAs

Honig et al. have shown that the local structure within the
DNA minor groove can depend on base pair sequence (41–
44). Such microstructural variations may explain why bind-
ing of DB2277 varies greatly even though base pair compo-
sition is maintained. To elucidate how DNA microstructure
may influence small molecule binding, extensive molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations of a systematic set of closely re-
lated experimental DNA sequences with central G·C base
pairs flanked by A·T base pairs of different sequence were
carried out. Variations of the resulting structures in the MD
trajectories were analyzed with Curves+ (45) to predict their
roles in DB2277–DNA recognition. We measured helical
parameters with specific emphasis on minor groove width
and depth (Supplementary Figures S2–S4). Additionally,
simulations for select sequences were repeated and analyzed
over 100 ns intervals to validate structure and flexibility con-
vergences (Supplementary Figures S5,S6). This is the first
highly detailed structural analysis on the effects of system-
atic changes in DNA sequence focused on one and two core
G·C base pairs flanked by varying sequences of A·T-rich
sites over long trajectories for 200 ns (46,47).

Varying the A·T flanking sequence around the core G·C
produced a surprisingly large deviation in minor groove
widths and depths. Comparison of the flanking sequences
reveals unique groove width variations. For example, the
2D contour histogram for the minor groove width of
AAAAGTTTT (Figure 4A) indicates a high probability of
adopting a narrow (4.5 Å) and deep (5.0 Å) minor groove
with little variation along the target binding site (see also
Supplementary Data for molecular model). This sequence
has the highest binding affinity of all the DNA sequences
investigated and is explained by the inherently narrow and
deep groove pre-formed for energetically favorable binding
of the compound. DB2277 and similar compounds thus
bind and fit well into A-tract flanking sequences in strong
1:1 complexes.

In contrast, AATTGAATT has a strong preference to-
ward maintaining a narrow and deep groove at the ter-
minal AA·TT regions. The groove width increases to 8.0
Å, becoming much wider than AAAAGTTTT, at the cen-
tral G·C base pair of the sequence (Figure 4B). The depth
of the sequence at the central G·C is also less than the
AAAAGTTTT sequence. Due to the change in groove
width and depth, the central G·C therefore provides a
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Table 1. Comparison of kinetics-fitted and steady-state equilibrium binding constants (KD × 10−9 M)

Kinetic rates Dissociation constants

ka (10+6·M−1 s−1) kd (10−1·s−1) Kinetics-fit (10−9 M) Steady-state (10−9 M)

AAAAGCTTTT 5.3 ± 0.7 2.4 ± 0.5 44.8 ± 4.7 49.6 ± 1.1
ATATGCATAT 1.6 ± 0.2 1.4 ± 0.2 87.8 ± 3.8 120.3 ± 5.0
AATTGCAATT
KD1 1.0 ± 0.2 0.1 ± 0.01 14.1 ± 3.1 12.5 ± 1.3
KD2 0.5 ± 0.08 0.2 ± 0.02 35.5 ± 3.0 33.3 ± 3.8
AAAAGTTTT ND ND ND a 4.4 ± 0.7
ATATGATAT ND ND ND a 50.8 ± 16.1
AATTGAATT a 41.7 ± 6.1
KD12 4.4 ± 1.0 1.3 ± 0.4 28.7 ± 1.6 b, c 44.6 ± 2.6
KD1 3.1 ± 1.2 1.6 ± 0.7 51.1 ± 2.6 d 25.0 ± 2.3
KD2

d 57.0 ± 5.9
KD12

b, d
√

25.0 · 57.0≈ 39.2

NDNot determined.
aDetermined using competition SPR.
bKD12 value determined by

√
KD1 · KD2 with KD1 and KD2 values obtained through direct-binding SPR.

cValue determined by direct-binding SPR and fit with one-site binding model.
dValue determined by direct-binding SPR and fit with two-site binding model.
Kinetic rates and fits were determined using direct-binding SPR. Steady-state fits were compared using both direct-binding and competition binding SPR.
Sequences with multiple binding constants are listed as KD1 and KD2.

Figure 4. 2D contour histograms of minor groove width for (A) AAAAGTTTT, (B) AATTGAATT, (C) ATATGATAT, (D) AAAAGCTTTT, (E) AATTG-
CAATT and (F) ATATGCATAT, respectively. The color gradient indicates increasing probability (navy to red) of distance in Angstroms (in Å) for each
base pair.

less favorable binding site for DB2277 monomer bind-
ing. The competition SPR results have, thus, revealed
sequence-specific variations in both stoichiometry and
affinity. We speculate that a single DB2277 binds first with
AATTGAATT and because of the wider groove and vari-
able depth, it is possible that two molecules of DB2277 can
fit the optimum groove structure by staggered stacking at
the central G·C base pair.

Finally, within the single G·C base pair series, the widest
and most shallow measurable groove occurs in the ATAT-
GATAT sequence throughout the course of the trajectory.

Unlike the previous two sequences, it is energetically un-
favorable for ATATGATAT to exist in a deep and nar-
row groove conformation. Instead, there is a strong pref-
erence for the groove to remain wide (8.0 Å) and shal-
low (4.0 Å). The MD described combination of an intrin-
sically wide groove and shallow depth would be expected
to bind two DB2277 molecules. Our findings, however, sug-
gest the DNA is ill-suited for binding a curved, planar small
molecule such as DB2277. Instead, the wide and shallow
groove must undergo an induced fit to bind DB2277 with a
high deformation energy penalty.
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Sequences with two G·C base pairs were next simu-
lated to better understand the structural (dis)similarities
among sequences with one or two central G·C base pairs
in the target binding site. Altering the core from G to GC
increases the overall probability of adopting a wide and
shallow groove. For instance, a contour 2D histogram of
AAAAGCTTTT in Figure 4D indicates a higher probabil-
ity of the groove width expanding to 12.0 Å compared to
AAAAGTTTT. It is also less probable for AAAAGCTTTT
to maintain a deep groove, but rather becomes shallow-
est with the additional G·C base pair in its core. This ob-
served decrease in probability of a narrow and deep minor
groove may help to explain the weaker binding found by
DB2277 with AAAAGCTTTT compared to binding with
AAAAGTTTT (KD = 49.6 ± 1.1 nM and KD = 4.4 ± 0.7
nM, respectively).

A wide groove also exists at the GC region in AATTG-
CAATT (Figure 4E), and is more probable than its
AATTGAATT counterpart. In addition to the widened
groove, a correlated decrease in groove depth also occurs
at this region (Supplementary Figure S4). Comparing both
histograms, it is evident that the shallowest region occurs at
the GC step and is much more pronounced in the AATTG-
CAATT sequence over AATTGAATT. Interestingly, alter-
ing the central G·C base pairs in the sequence to create
AATTGGAATT reveals little change in width or depth of
the minor groove (Supplementary Figures S3 and S4). Lit-
tle change in groove width and depth between AATTG-
CAATT and AATTGGAATT explains why little detectable
difference occurred for binding of DB2277 to these two se-
quences. The MD results therefore provide a rationale for
why the AATT sequences are favorable for a 2:1 complex in
both ESI-MS and SPR.

Like AATTGCAATT, the ATATGCATAT sequence also
has a higher probability of existing in a wider state than
its counterpart ATATGATAT (Figure 4F). Changing G
to GC in the core of the alternating A·T base pair flank-
ing sequences stabilizes a wider minor groove. This stabil-
ity is even more evident when looking at the minor groove
depth histograms (Supplementary Figure S4). For the se-
quence ATATGCATAT, there is a clear preference for shal-
low groove depth throughout the entire sequence and un-
like ATATGATAT, does not break at its core G·C region.
This would, therefore, indicate that a wide and stable minor
groove within the two GC sequence is consistent for ATAT-
GCATAT in having the lowest binding affinity for DB2277.
Upon binding a single DB2277 molecule, the flexibility of
the ATAT sequence allows it to favorably constrict to a nar-
row groove, rather than binding two molecules in an un-
favorable wider groove conformation. These MD simula-
tions complement ESI-MS and SPR studies and indicate
that DB2277 binding should be more favorable where the
minor groove is intrinsically narrow and deep and is related
to the pre-organized groove width prior to binding the com-
pound. These local structural differences also influence how
and where the molecule will bind in the minor groove. It is
somewhat surprising that the large diversity of microstruc-
tural characteristics, such as groove width, observed for the
minor groove are not found in the major groove, which has
a much more constant structure (Supplementary Figures S7
and S8).

A comparison of the sequences with matched flanking
sites (AAAAGTTTT versus AAAAGCTTTT) shows little
variation in local DNA structure (Figure 4 and Supplemen-
tary Figure S2). On the other hand, a comparison of un-
matched flanking sequences, for example AAAA to AATT,
indicates a larger variation in microstructure which in turn
governs binding stoichiometry. For sequences with AAAA
sites, there are similar distributions of a well-maintained
narrow groove (4.5–5.0 Å) along the target site in the region
of AAAAGTTTT and AAAAGCTTTT. Likewise, there
is a consistently wide groove for both ATATGATAT and
ATATGCATAT. With a range of 7.0–8.5 Å, the narrow-
est regions occur along the ends of the target site while the
widest portions are at the T to G/C transitions (i.e. TpG
and TpC of the complementary strand). Alternatively, large
groove width variations within the target site occur for both
AATTGAATT and AATTGCAATT. Specifically in AATT
regions at the ApT base steps, there exist large differences
in minor groove width (�width ≈ 3.5 Å) compared to varia-
tions of �width < 2 Å among AAAA and ATAT flanks. This
type of intra-target-site variation is significant to the AATT
sequences resulting in two bound DB2277 molecules. Cur-
rent observations of a monomeric DB2277–AATT system
would suggest that a wide minor groove at the core G or
G·C base pair region, adjacent to a narrow AATT site, may
support staggered stacking of two DB2277 molecules at the
G/C core with the unstacked ends of DB2277 in the AATT
sites.

The sequence-dependency of other helical parameters for
the DNA was also compared. Differences in propeller twist
were very informative and the averages for each sequence
are shown in Figure 5 (see also Supplementary Figure S9,
Tables S1 and S2). For all sequences there is characteristic
‘W’ shape to each of the curves but the range varies. For
instance, the degree of propeller twist for AAAAGTTTT
is large and quite constant along the target site. On the
other hand, AATTGAATT has a much wider range of pro-
peller twist along the target binding site. Interestingly, the
AATTGAATT sequence is closely related to the AATTG-
CAATT sequence, which may partially explain the similar
binding measured for both sequences by SPR (Table 1).
In general, sequences with consecutive A or T bases (e.g.
AAAA) have steric clash due to CH3 groups of thymidine
(48). Propeller twists in A·T base pairs form bifurcated hy-
drogen bonds between the NH2 of adenosine to O4 of the
adjacent thymidine on the complementary strand (Figure
5A) which reduces the amount of fluctuation. Likewise, se-
quences with AATT have two consecutive A·T base pairs
and are also likely to form bifurcated hydrogen bonds; how-
ever, two fewer possible hydrogen bonds likely increases the
structural flexibility as shown by the break at the G or GC
core in the minor groove width comparisons. Alternatively,
sequences with alternating A·T base pairs do not experience
steric clash of the CH3 groups and are therefore more flexi-
ble with lower propeller twist.

In addition to propeller twist of our sequences, other
base step parameters were evaluated for influence on DNA
structure. Comparing the single G-containing sequences,
only nominal differences occur in all of the parameters ex-
cept for roll (Supplementary Figure S10). Roll increases af-
ter thymidine-purine steps in AATTGAATT and ATAT-
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Figure 5. (A) Cartoon of bifurcated hydrogen bond network within consecutive AAAA bases. Most probable propeller twist per base pair for (B) one G·C
and (C) two G·C base pair sequences.

GATAT. On the other hand, comparison of the two cen-
tral GC sequences shows interesting results within helical
parameters. Significant increases are seen at TpA steps for
slide, rise and twist while other sequences are constant.
With shift, both up and down changes are seen in ATAT-
GCATAT (Supplementary Figure S10) while no consis-
tent patterns occur within the set of sequences. Increases
also occur in slide at TpA steps for ATATGCATAT. Ad-
ditionally, tilt and roll decrease as AATTGAATT transi-
tions to AATTGCAATT at the CpA step. It is interesting
to note how the addition of the second core G·C base pair
causes ATATGCATAT to become an outlier compared to
the other sequences. Specifically, the marked deviations that
occur at the pyrimidine-purine steps exhibit the most dra-
matic changes in helical parameters. Propeller twists, rolls,
and tilts likely compensate for each other in AAAA·TTTT
and AATT sites due to the bifurcated hydrogen bonding
networks.

The observable changes in ATATGCATAT for every
measurable parameter is likely from an inherent flexibil-
ity due to the alternating 5′ to 3′ purine-pyrimidine steps
that can perturb canonical B-DNA conformations (49). The
ATATGCATAT sequence is the only consistently alternat-
ing purine-pyrimidine sequence within this series and is
the sequence with the lowest binding affinity for DB2277.
There is a high degree of dynamic helical bending in ATAT-
GCATAT compared to AAAAGTTTT. Early reports by
Charney and co-workers demonstrated alternating poly
(dA·dT) sequences are nearly twice as flexible as ‘random’
DNA (50). Therefore, the apparent increased flexibility and
dynamic bending of our alternating purine-pyrimidine se-
quences can explain the relatively poor binding of DB2277
with ATATGCATAT and ATATGATAT. These findings
suggest that for ATATGCATAT, no single base pair pa-
rameter contributes substantially to minor groove width or
depth. Instead, minor groove characteristics are a collective
contribution of intra and inter-base pair parameters.

Simulations of the 1:1, monomeric complexes were
next performed for DB2277 binding with single G·C se-
quences. Because the DNA sequences are asymmetric about
the DB2277 binding site (i.e. 5′-AAAAGTTTT-3′ vs. 5′-
AAAACTTTT-3′) and because of asymmetry in the small
molecule, DB2277 was oriented in both the 5′ to 3′ and
the 3′ to 5′ directions, totalling six simulations. For all ori-

entations (six total), two-dimensional contour histograms
of the simulated complexes are shown in Figure 6. To our
surprise, the minor groove width distributions for the 1:1
complexes changed markedly and were nearly identical for
all the simulated orientations. Upon binding DB2277, the
preferred sequence, AAAAGTTTT, undergoes very small
change in minor groove width. In both AATTGAATT and
ATATGATAT simulations, the minor groove becomes con-
stricted at the central G·C base pair, indicative of an in-
duced fit recognition mechanism. This phenomenon is espe-
cially prevalent in ATATGATAT, yielding a �width ≈ 3.5 Å.
The comparison of effects for AAAAGTTTT and ATAT-
GATAT is interesting since the intrinsic minor groove struc-
ture of AAAAGTTTT did not change much upon binding
DB2277, in contrast to ATATGATAT. This phenomenon is
worth noting since AAAAGTTTT showed the highest affin-
ity for DB2277 while ATATGATAT had the lowest affinity
within this series. Regardless of sequence, in the presence
of DB2277, minor groove width conforms to the same pat-
tern at its target binding site. Therefore, sequences that the
start (free) and end (bound) most similarly have the most fa-
vorable binding as a result of lower deformation energy of
the DNA. This implies that the sequence with the highest
binding affinity for our test compound already has a shape
complementary to the small molecule and further suggests
that inherent microstructure of the DNA strongly influences
binding affinity.

CONCLUSIONS

In this study, the molecular basis for sequence-specific bind-
ing by a synthetic minor groove binder is explained by in-
herent differences in the local DNA structure for an inves-
tigated set of sequences. This is the first reported use of
competition mass spectrometry to identify unique DNA–
ligand interactions that are explained by highly detailed,
long time-scale molecular dynamics simulations. Our cur-
rent understanding suggests that planar, synthetic small
molecules, such as our test compound, bind best to se-
quences with a narrow and deep minor groove. Increased
flexibility in specific sequences contributes to a wide and
shallow groove that is unfavorable for strong 1:1 binding,
while unexpected 2:1 binding of the compound for certain
sequences further illustrates the sequence-dependent, mi-
crostructural variations within DNA. These findings em-
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Figure 6. 2D contour histograms of minor groove width for 1:1, DB2277–DNA complexes. (A) AAAAGTTTT, (B) AATTGAATT and (C) ATATGATAT.
The color gradient indicates increasing probability (navy to red) of distance in Angstroms (in Å) for each base pair.

phasize the need for structural complementarity between
the shape of a designed small molecule binder and the local
structure of the DNA minor groove, and is therefore critical
for understanding small molecule, sequence-specific recog-
nition of DNA. Such site-specific recognition would prove
useful for selectively targeting and modulating transcription
factor activity and can become a powerful therapeutic tool
for treating genetic-related diseases.
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